Superconductivity in the iron pnictides is often closely connected to a nematic state in which the tetragonal symmetry of the crystal is spontaneously broken. Determining the dominant interactions responsible for this symmetry breaking is essential to understanding the superconducting state. Here, we use atomic-resolution variable-temperature scanning tunnelling spectroscopy to probe the nanoscale electronic structure of the nematically ordered, parent pnictide NaFeAs and compare it with non-nematic LiFeAs. Local electronic nematicity is only manifest in NaFeAs and is found to persist to high temperatures in the nominally tetragonal phase of the crystal. The spatial distribution and energy dependence of the electronic anisotropy at high temperatures is explained by the persistence of large-amplitude, short-range, unidirectional, antiferroic fluctuations, indicating that strong density-wave fluctuations exist and couple to near-Fermi surface electrons even far from the structural and density-wave phase boundaries.
T he nature of the normal state from which superconductivity emerges in unconventional superconductors remains a mystery. It is suspected that electronic interactions present in the normal state play a key role in the formation of the superconducting state 1 . In both the cuprate and the pnictide phase diagrams magnetically ordered states exist in proximity to the superconducting state, with the pnictides furthermore exhibiting orbital ordering 2, 3 . A crucial further feature of the pnictides is the appearance of a 'nematic' phase in which the tetragonal rotational symmetry of the ideal pnictide lattice is spontaneously broken below a temperature T S . In the nematic state, the tetrahedral bonding environment of the iron arsenide plane is distorted to an orthorhombic phase in which the nearest neighbour iron-iron distances in the a and b directions become inequivalent 4 , and the occupation degeneracy of the 3d xz and 3d yz iron orbitals is lifted 5 . In mathematical terms, the symmetry is lowered from C 4 (symmetry of the square) to C 2 (symmetry only under 180 • rotation). At a temperature T SDW ≤ T S , magnetic order sets in with a wave vector Q a = ((π/a 0 ), 0), where a 0 is the longer iron-iron distance in the orthorhombic phase 6 . The structural (nematic) and magnetic (stripe) transitions seem to be intimately linked, as T SDW and T S track each other across the phase diagram, even inside the superconducting dome 7, 8 . Recent bulk transport and scattering measurements have suggested that the nematic phase is driven by electronic, rather than lattice, degrees of freedom 5, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and is observed in all electronic channels-charge [13] [14] [15] , orbital 5 and spin 11, 16 . Spin order and spin fluctuations [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] (which couple quadratically to nematicity) as well as orbital order 22, 23 and orbital fluctuations 24 (which can couple linearly) have been invoked to explain the nematicity. However, the dominant interaction responsible for the nematic ordering and fluctuations remains unknown and identifying it is a key experimental goal.
Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) studies have successfully visualized local, anisotropic electronic states in the low-temperature orthorhombic state of pnictides [25] [26] [27] . However, because they are performed at low temperatures, these measurements are sensitive only to the coupling between nematicity and the saturated order parameter values and do not provide information about fluctuations. In this paper, we use variable temperature scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) with atomic scale spatial sensitivity and millivolt energy resolution to image the electronic wavefunctions of NaFeAs at temperatures both below and above the magnetic and structural phase boundaries and thus gain new insights into the physics of the ordered electronic nematic state and the high-temperature state that gives rise to it. We choose to investigate the 111 family of iron arsenides AFeAs, with A being an alkali metal, because it has been shown that cleaving the crystals produces nonpolar surfaces [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . NaFeAs has a structural transition at T S = 52 K and a magnetic transition at T SDW = 41 K. The unusually large temperature separation between these transitions allows us to sensitively probe the electronic structure in all three phases of the material. LiFeAs is chosen as a reference material because it has neither a structural nor a magnetic transition down to low temperature [33] [34] [35] . Both NaFeAs and LiFeAs have a low-T superconducting state, but our measurements are taken above this transition temperature. An STM topographic image typical of both of these materials (in this case LiFeAs) is shown in Fig. 1a . A square lattice of alkali atoms is observed, which is consistent with previous measurements for both materials [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . The iron atoms (shown schematically in the lower left portion of the figure) lie below the alkali atoms, with in-plane position approximately half-way between pairs of Li atoms. Differences in the position of the out-of-plane As atoms (not shown) make the two Fe sites inequivalent (indicated by filled and unfilled circles). Large-area topographs in both materials reveal the presence of several types of crystalline defects, which is typical of all samples studied 28, 31, 32 . The STM topographic features produced by some of these defects (such as the alkali vacancy, black arrow, Fig. 1a ) do not break the local C 4 symmetry, whereas other defects (such as the iron site defects 32 which are visualized as the bright, yellow, 'dumbbell'shaped features in Fig. 1a ) do reduce the local symmetry to C 2 in their immediate vicinity. These iron defects produce topographic features whose symmetry axes are along the alkali-alkali (A-A) nearest neighbour directions 32 and whose orientation is determined by the iron position underneath the midpoint of the A-A bond.
As expected, all defects modify the local density of states (LDOS) in their immediate vicinity. However, the nature of the changes in the LDOS is very different in LiFeAs and NaFeAs. We illustrate this by showing STS images at energies of E = 10 meV and E = 14 meV around two inequivalent iron-site defects in LiFeAs ( Fig. 1b) and NaFeAs ( Fig. 1c ), respectively. We can see C 2 symmetric features in both cases. Figure 1b , which has been obtained on LiFeAs at 39 K, contains two inequivalent C 2 symmetric features that arise from two inequivalent iron defects (see Supplementary Fig. 1 for the corresponding topographic image). The spectroscopic signatures of the defects have roughly the same size (about 10 Å) and point in the same directions (Li-Li) as the corresponding topographic features, whose sizes and orientations are indicated by red lines. We find that in LiFeAs there are an equal number of iron defects on average in each of the two inequivalent positions, resulting in an equal number of features oriented along either Li-Li axis. Thus, although the electronic structure of LiFeAs is not C 4 symmetric at the atomic scale as a result of iron site defects, averages over larger length scales of the electronic structure cancel out these differences from the local defect states and become C 4 symmetric. Figure 1c shows a spectroscopic image of NaFeAs measured at 26 K, deep within the SDW phase. As in Fig. 1b , we identify the topographic size and orientation of two inequivalent iron defects with red lines. Unlike in LiFeAs, the spectroscopic signatures of the defects point along the same direction, 45 • with respect to the Na-Na axes, corresponding to the Fe-Fe nearest neighbour direction. These spectroscopic features also have a much greater spatial extent (typically 50 Å) than the topographic signatures of the defects. Consequently, C 4 symmetry is broken over large scales compared with the defect separation. The spatial extent and anisotropy of the features obtained on NaFeAs have a pronounced energy dependence, as seen in Fig. 1d -i, whereas the energy dependence in the case of LiFeAs is much weaker (see Supplementary Fig. 1) .
A second key difference between LiFeAs and NaFeAs is the relationship between the nature of the defect and the changes in the LDOS in the spectroscopic images. In the case of LiFeAs, different defects produce different patterns, and in particular the defects that do not break C 4 symmetry in topography do not do so in spectroscopy either (see Supplementary Information). On the other hand, in NaFeAs, the spectroscopic features seen in large-area maps are completely independent of the nature of the defect, as shown by the spectroscopic survey over a much larger area in Fig. 1j (see also Supplementary Fig. 3 ). This field of view contains many types of defects that all produce the same spectroscopic feature and clearly depicts the presence of two domains corresponding to the two inequivalent ways of breaking C 4 symmetry. The typical size of domains observed at low temperature is 1-2 µm in our samples, which is consistent with the size of twin domains in pnictides 36 .
Similar anisotropic, LDOS features have been observed by STM in the SDW phase of other iron-based superconductors such as Ca(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 (refs 26,37) and FeSe (ref. 25 ). In the case of Ca(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 , the anisotropic features seen were weakly dependent on energy and were attributed to the modification of the local electronic structure by Co defects. In our case, the anisotropic features observed are independent of defect type, and their shape and intensity exhibit a strong energy dependence; these spectroscopic properties are indicative of quasiparticle interference (QPI) arising from the anisotropic electronic structure in the SDW phase 38 . In QPI, defects serve as scattering centres and produce interference patterns that change in contrast and wavelength as a function of energy 39 . Accordingly, we examine the twodimensional Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of conductance images to understand the momenta of quasiparticles involved in the scattering processes 26 . To achieve high Fourier space resolution, we obtained spectroscopic images over a large, 110 nm square field of view. These real space images are shown for select energies in Fig. 2a-d , which demonstrate that the unidirectional features persist over a range of energies around the Fermi energy. The FFTs of the real space images are shown in Fig. 2e -h (FFT procedure described in Supplementary Information). The rich structure seen in the FFTs is strongly energy dependent, as expected from QPI, and we do not see evidence of the static scattering wave vectors that have been observed in Ca(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 (refs 26, 37) .
Having seen unidirectional structure in the STS images at low temperature, we ask how the STS images evolve as one raises the temperature beyond T SDW (41 K) and T S (52 K). We have performed STS measurements on a series of samples at many temperatures between 20 and 85 K. Figure 3 plots the raw STS data through both phase transitions at temperatures of 26, 38, 46, 54, 61, and 75 K along with their respective FFT images. All images are plotted at an energy of E = 10 meV and are obtained under similar junction conditions. We can clearly see that the unidirectional features which are seen below T SDW persist at temperatures far above the structural transition, showing C 4 symmetry breaking by low-energy electronic states over the STM field of view. The C 4 symmetry breaking gets weaker with increasing temperature and is not experimentally measurable at temperatures above ∼90 K.
A potential cause for concern in interpreting STM data on any bulk crystal is the relationship between bulk and surface electronic structure. We have two pieces of evidence that data obtained from surface probes such as STS are representative of bulk behaviour. First, a clear SDW gap is observed in the spectrum (see ref. 28 and also the discussion below) that disappears near the bulk SDW transition of 41 K. Second, angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES, also a surface probe which averages over a wide area) data from similar crystals 40, 41 indicates that the temperature dependent band structure of NaFeAs at the surface is truly representative of the bulk crystal properties. In particular, the orthorhombic to tetragonal transition is clearly observed in ARPES from the temperature dependence of the bands.
We now consider the implications of our results for the physics of the pnictide materials. The first point, independent of any theoretical analysis, is the observed persistence of local C 4 symmetry breaking in the local electronic structure to temperatures ∼90 K, well above the measured structural phase transition temperature T S = 52 K. We believe this is a consequence of the combination of a small, external strain (Methods) and the rapidly growing nematic susceptibility inferred from electrical resistivity measurements on detwinned crystals 12, 42 . As we now show, the STM data reveals further important physics beyond the C 4 symmetry breaking, namely that strong, short-range, antiferroic fluctuations play a key role in the electronic structure, even at temperatures up to 90 K, well into the paramagnetic nominally symmetry-unbroken phase.
The key features in the FFT images that we seek to understand are shown in Fig. 4a -c, taken at the Fermi energy at temperatures of 26 K, 46 K and 61 K respectively. At all three temperatures there is a strong signal along rods centred at Q x = 0 and Q x = q D ≡ ±0.15(π/a 0 ). The breaking of rotational symmetry is evident in the alignment of the rods (in this image, parallel to the y direction). It will be shown that the structures at Q x = ±q D are accounted for by antiferroic fluctuations.
To analyse the FFT images more quantitatively, we turn to the theory of QPI, which states 43 that the observed spatial modulations in dI /dV at energy ω are directly proportional to impurity-induced modulations of the local electronic density of states δN (R, ω). The Fourier transform may be computed from the electron Green's function G(k, ω), which describes propagation of an electron of energy ω and crystal momentum k in a defect-free material, and the T-matrix T r imp (k, k + Q; ω), which describes the total scattering amplitude of an electron from crystal momentum k to crystal momentum k + Q by a defect at position r imp The signal at a given wavevector Q in the QPI can therefore arise either from the Green's function (bandstructure) of the material or from structure in the T-matrix. We first consider the effect of the experimentally determined NaFeAs bandstructure on QPI. For the case of the structureless T-matrix, the structure in the QPI pattern is found to be well captured by the joint density of states (JDOS) dk Im[G(k, ω)]Im[G(k + Q, ω)] (ref. 44 ). The band structure of high-temperature tetragonal NaFeAs observed in ARPES at low energies (<200 meV; refs 40,41) consists of nearly circular hole pockets at the point and elliptical electron pockets at the X and Y points of the unfolded single Fe unit cell (see Supplementary Fig. 5) . At low temperatures, long-range nematic and SDW order sets in. As a result, the zone-centre circular pockets become elliptical, the two zone-face pockets become inequivalent, and the unit cell doubles along the antiferromagnetic direction (which we take here to be X). This doubling produces band folding along the X direction, mapping the electron pockets at X onto the hole pockets at so that a SDW gap appears in locations where the folded bands cross. This folding process leads to a Fermi surface characterized by a central elliptical region from the unhybridized hole pocket and four pockets arising from the SDW Fermi surface reconstruction. The outer pockets along -X are located at q D . They are protected by orbital symmetry from SDW gap opening and form Dirac cones 45 . This low-temperature Fermi surface is shown in Fig. 4d , modelled from fits to ARPES data 40 .
The calculated JDOS created by autocorrelation of the SDWphase ARPES data is shown in Fig. 4e . This is an excellent match to the STS data at low temperatures, as shown in Fig. 4f , the top half of which is the STS data from Fig. 4a and the bottom half of which is the ARPES JDOS from Fig. 4e . Both the qualitative shape of the STS image and the magnitudes of the scattering wave vectors seen in the STS data are captured by the SDW-phase ARPES JDOS. The origins of the scattering wave vectors seen in the STS data in Fig. 4a are simple to understand on the basis of the ARPES Fermi surface. The four peaks at angles of ∼45 • to the Fe-Fe bonds (magenta dotted circle, Fig. 4f ) are located at wave vectors that correspond to scattering between the pockets at q D and the outer pockets along -Y (magenta arrows in Fig. 4d ). The intensity enclosed by the yellow dotted line in Fig. 4f along the -Y axis is produced by scattering amongst the pockets aligned along the same axis (yellow arrow in Fig. 4d ). The only feature that is not observed is scattering between the outer pockets at 2q D , indicating a suppression of scattering between Dirac cones. The observed STS features are thus well described by the Fermi surface reconstruction due to (π , 0) order. We note that, although SDW order is a natural explanation for this reconstruction, other antiferroic orders with the same wave vector (such as antiferro-orbital ordering) can give rise to the same reconstruction of the band structure. The issue we need to address is why these features persist up to 90 K, above T S and T SDW , where the system is globally tetragonal and paramagnetic. The Fermi surface observed at these temperatures by ARPES is C 4 symmetric, giving rise to a tetragonal symmetric JDOS, at variance with our STS data of Fig. 4c . At intermediate temperatures, between T SDW and T S , SDW order is absent and the band folding does not occur. Yet, as a result of Q = 0 ferro-orbital order, the Fermi surface is only C 2 symmetric, as observed by ARPES. In Fig. 4g , we show the JDOS arising from this orthorhombic paramagnetic (OPM) Fermi surface, as determined by ARPES (ref. 40) . Although the JDOS still shows C 2 instead of C 4 symmetry, the intensity drops off monotonically away from Q x = 0, unlike what is observed in experiment (Fig. 4b) . To illustrate this clearly, we plot in Fig. 4h line cuts through the STS data at Q y = 0.1(π/a 0 ) (orange dotted line in Fig. 4a ), which clearly show three peaks at all temperatures. To compare, we plot in Fig. 4i equivalent line cuts of the joint density of states from ARPES data obtained in the SDW, OPM and tetragonal paramagnetic (TPM) state, respectively. We see that the key feature required to produce the three peaks in the line cuts is the presence of the Fermi surface reconstruction with the wave vector Q = ((π/a 0 ), 0), which produces disconnected regions of the Fermi surface separated by q D .
From equation (1), two scenarios may be put forward to explain the data: further structure in the T-matrix, for example due to the impurity nucleating a droplet of ordered phase in its vicinity, or self-energy corrections to the Green's function due to strong local antiferroic (stripe) fluctuations. To gain insight into these two alternatives, we use a simplified band model with two parabolic bands, forming a hole and an electron Fermi pocket. Although this model is too simple to explain all of the details of the experimental data, we will show that it accounts for the crucial qualitative effect, namely the persistence to high temperatures of intensity peaks at ±q D .
We begin with low temperatures. The reconstructed Fermi surface in the SDW phase is shown in Fig. 5a , and the resulting QPI is shown in Fig. 5b. Comparison of Figs 4d and 5a shows that the key difference between the model and the data is the absence, in the model, of the unhybridized elliptical hole pocket centred at the Gamma point. This pocket produces the central rod structure seen in Fig. 4e , which is absent in Fig. 5b . However, the peaks at ±45 • and ±135 • arising from the hybridization of the electron and hole pockets are present in the simplified model and in the data. We now move to the paramagnetic state. We find (calculation details in Supplementary Information) that calculations based on combining the non-interacting Green's functions of the hightemperature phase (either tetragonal or orthorhombic) with a structured T-matrix corresponding to a local region of SDW order nucleated by the impurity bear no resemblance to the long-range SDW QPI calculation in Fig. 5b . We therefore consider here a model in which the T matrix is structureless but the electron Green's function includes a self-energy correction due to unidirectional, short-range, SDW fluctuations. In this case, we parameterize the short-range correlations by the SDW correlation length ξ and use for the Green's function an ansatz originally introduced in ref. 46 to describe short-range order in charge density wave materials 46 . By increasing ξ to modest values, we find that the calculated QPI spectrum acquires the main features exhibited by the QPI in the SDW phase, even though no SDW long-range order is present. For instance, in Fig. 5c we present the QPI for ξ = 8a 0 , where we see similar features to those in the calculated QPI of the SDW phase. This becomes more transparent by analysing line cuts along the orange line of Fig. 5c . We see in Fig. 5d that, as ξ increases, the peak at Q x = 0 splits, moving to the same positions as the QPI peaks in the SDW phase. This is in qualitative agreement with the temperature evolution of the experimental QPI cuts shown in Fig. 4i .
Further insight into the nature of the electronic interactions in NaFeAs is obtained by quantifying the C 4 symmetry breaking as a function of energy and temperature. We first crop a small region around each defect in a LDOS image and average all regions together to produce the average spectroscopic image around a single defect. We then rotate the averaged image by 90 • , subtract it from the original averaged image, and normalize by the sum of the rotated and unrotated images. This procedure is depicted in Fig. 6a , where we show the unrotated and rotated 26 K defect images at E = 10 meV and the resulting 'anisotropy map' . If the original image is C 4 symmetric, then the anisotropy map is zero at every pixel. As such, any non-zero value in the map corresponds to C 4 symmetry breaking. Larger positive or negative values in the anisotropy map correspond to more intense anisotropy. Shown in Fig. 6b-d are three such anisotropy maps from the same temperature as Fig. 6a at three different energies. We can clearly see that the degree of C 4 symmetry breaking decreases with increasing energy. To describe this effect as a function of temperature and energy using a single number (which we call the anisotropy parameter), we sum the absolute value of the intensity in the anisotropy map which we plot in Fig. 6e for several energies at five different temperatures. We note that the anisotropy is strong close to the Fermi energy, peaking slightly above it (E = 10 meV), and decreases in strength with increasing temperature. A direct comparison of the energy dependence of the anisotropy parameter with the average spectrum in the SDW state (shown in the inset to Fig. 6e) shows that they share a common energy scale. We take this as another indication that both phenomena share a common origin in the spin physics of the pnictides. Figure 6 | Energy and temperature dependence of electronic anisotropy. a, Visual depiction of the anisotropy map calculation procedure. The average spectroscopic image around a single defect in the SDW phase at E = 10 meV and T = 26 K is displayed on the left. We rotate the image by 90 • (around the centre), subtract it from the original image, and plot the di erence (anisotropy map) on the right. b-d, Anisotropy maps at various energies calculated at the same temperature as a and plotted on the same colour scale. The strength of the anisotropy is seen to decrease with increasing energy. e, Total anisotropy as a function of energy at various temperatures (junction conditions are the same for all temperatures). It is seen that the anisotropy is maximum at an energy E = 10 meV and falls o at higher energy. The average spectrum of the sample at each temperature is shown in the inset. The maximum of the anisotropy is located close to the midpoint of the gap, and the energy range of the anisotropy is comparable to the size of the low-temperature gap.
The breaking of local C 4 symmetry above T S in the low-energy electronic states, and the association of these features with unidirectional fluctuations (that is, only one of (0, π ) or (π , 0)) are the key findings of this experiment. The selection of one fluctuation channel over another is generally believed to be a nonlinear effect signalling that spin fluctuations in one direction have large enough amplitude to suppress fluctuations in the other 21 . Although the antiferroic fluctuations could be due to either orbital (antiferro-orbital) or spin (antiferro-magnetic) degrees of freedom, our finding that the energy dependence of the electronic anisotropy matches the low-temperature SDW gap makes spin fluctuations the natural explanation for the observed anisotropy. Such a redistribution of electronic spectral weight by short-range magnetic order at high temperature is consistent with neutron scattering 47 and nuclear magnetic resonance 48 measurements that observe a clear increase of magnetic fluctuations around the same temperature scale of 90 K in NaFeAs. It is also consistent with the absence of Fermi surface reconstruction in this temperature regime as observed by ARPES, as the zero-energy states are not gapped by short-range SDW order. Interestingly, recent muon spin rotation (µSR) data 49 on another family of iron pnictides found evidence of such short-range SDW order even above the magnetic and structural transitions. The presence of these fluctuations, even far from any phase boundary, must be taken into account in theories of the anomalous pnictide normal state and of the superconductivity arising from it.
Methods
The single crystals of LiFeAs and NaFeAs used for this study were grown by self-flux methods. Li 3 As and Na 3 As precursors were synthesized by the reaction of Li or Na lumps with As powder at 600 • C for 10 h in an evacuated quartz tube. The FeAs precursor was prepared by sintering the mixture of Fe and As powders at 750 • C for 20 h in an evacuated quartz tube. Later, the Li 3 As or Na 3 As, FeAs and As powders were mixed according to the stoichiometric ratio of LiFe 0.3 As or NaFe 0.3 As. The powder mixture was pressed into a pellet in an alumina oxide tube and sealed in a Nb tube with argon gas at a pressure of 1 atm before being sealed in an evacuated quartz tube. This quartz tube was then heated up to a temperature of 1,100 • C for the LiFe 0.3 As compound or (950 • C for NaFe 0.3 As) for 10 h and then cooled down to 700 • C at a rate of 5 • C h −1 . We obtained LiFeAs and NaFeAs crystals up to 5 mm × 5 mm × 0.5 mm in size. All the preparation work was carried out inside a glove box protected from air with high-purity Ar gas.
The structural and magnetic transition temperatures of the NaFeAs crystals were characterized with Mossbauer and magnetization measurements. Although these crystals exhibit a superconducting transition around 8 K, the superconducting volume fraction is minimal. We believe the superconductivity to be filamentary and all data presented is measured above the superconducting transition temperature.
STM and STS measurements were carried out using a variable temperature, ultra-high vacuum, home-built STM with millikelvin temperature stability and sub-picometre position accuracy. Single crystal samples were prepared for STM measurements in an Ar glove box by gluing individual crystals to a sample holder using a metallic epoxy. The process of gluing down the crystals has been found to create small but clearly measurable strains in the crystals 12 , which we suspect nucleate the large-amplitude, unidirectional fluctuations reported here. We note that in the case of NaFeAs, small strains have little effect on the magnetic and structural transition temperatures themselves 50 . After gluing the samples, they were loaded into the microscope and then cleaved in situ between temperatures of 20 and 80 K. Conductance maps were obtained using standard lock-in amplifier techniques with a root mean square oscillation voltage of 1.5 mV and a lock-in frequency of 1.666 kHz. Multiple samples from multiple batches have been measured at various temperatures over a period of several months to rule out tip or sample artefacts, with the tip calibrated on single-crystal gold before each sample measurement.
